
categories Scoring Criteria Lash Lift Score

Submission
points

Points for the ability to submit an application following the
instructions. Correct photos and description requested. See below

for examples
/10

Overall look
What the lash set looks like overall with consideration to the styling,
symmetry, colour choice and lifting angle. Presentation of the model

will also be considered.
/10

Direction
Direction of the lashes should be angled around 90 degrees to the

lid, both eyes must be symmetrical. If there are any issues with
symmetry due to models natural lashes, this should be noted in work

description

/10

Lash shape Shaping and mapping suitable for client, even on both sides and
consistent /10

Inner corners
inner corners should have a seamless lifting angle without being
droopy or dented. There needs to be consistency across the lash

line from the inner corners
/10

Outer Corners
Outer corners should have a seamless lifting angle without being
droopy or dented. There needs to be consistency across the lash

line from the outer corners
/10

Cleanliness of
work

Presentation of lashes, cleanliness of natural lashes considered and
the surrounds of the eye /10

Curl/ Lifting
Angle

lifting angle must be consistent throughout the whole lid and suit the
models eye shape and eye. Please explain in your description why

you chose the particular lifting angle or curl.
/10

General
impression

Presentation of work and model choice. No red eyes, make up or
model appearance presentation considered. Keep it neat! /10

 Maximum Score 108 /90



Submission Photos

The Submission entry must contain the following photos
 

Before Application:
    1. Full face photo without lashes, eyes open 
    2.. Side profile photo of left with eyes open
    3. Side profile photo of right eye with eyes open

During the process
   4. Photo of eyes with lifting rod placed on the model. Layout of lashes on
the rod must be visible prior to applying solution.

After Application
   5. Full face photo After front on
   6. Side Profile left after with eyes open
   7. Side Profile right after with eyes open
  



Photo Examples

1.Before Lash lift 2. After lash lift

  

3. Before from side left 4. Before From side right

  

5. Lashes on Rod layout
6 + 7. After profiles ( left and right

side

  



Description of Work Example

Describe and explain the rod sized used, lifting products used and colours used
for the tint and why, Explain any issues with the process or dealing with

asymmetry. 


